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. download aSc TimeTables 2016.01.24Â .The Berlin based startup tokam is taking a crack at the RIM
BlackBerry 10 world with its own "hybrid" approach to messaging. After spending a good chunk of its

R&D budget developing its own core platform for BlackBerry 10, tokam believes it can take
advantage of the existing BlackBerry ecosystem, leveraging Android apps developed for the OS,

while at the same time, developing its own unique APIs. To that end, tokam (which stands for "Team
of Killer Apps") has released a beta of an app that leverages both Android and BlackBerry 10 apps to
provide a hybrid experience. There are some early kinks to work out (certainly, support is sparse),

but tokam is doing well to build a solid, extensible platform and its first feature — the ability to send
and view SMS/MMS messages from within the messaging app — is promising. The firm's tight-lipped
CEO Thomas Degenmüller tells Ars that tokam won't be buying into the BlackBerry 10 platform like
many other companies, instead preferring to work with third parties to develop apps that leverage

their access to the BB10 APIs. This allows tokam to jump-start the development cycle faster and offer
its own apps more quickly. So far tokam is focused on small to midsize businesses, but it plans to

offer larger customers its messaging app in the next few months. "We have a good overview of the
current market situation and are targeting our customers," Degenmüller says. "Our idea is to deliver
apps which are suited to the company types we are targeting. Because we bring in the BB10 layer in

that way — and because we are not just providing services, but a real native platform — we can
achieve that quicker than others." With its own APIs and highly developed core platform, tokam is

able to offer real time messaging as well as text and voice messaging. Its messaging platform is also
agnostic, meaning tokam doesn't have to go through the often confusing process of creating

"specialized" apps for messaging. The firm's own apps are focused on messaging and are therefore,
easy to use. To test its messaging platform, tokam teamed up with fellow Berlin based messaging

app kliKard for an evaluation of tokam's app. In a few weeks, tokam is to release a public
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